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Quantum Activation

Main Logline
Quantum Activation is a book that successfully bridges the
gap between science and spirituality to empower you to
overcome your obstacles.

Deepak Chopra – Quote
“Once you understand that the physical world is a human
construct and an interpretation of changing perceptual activity
in consciousness, it's a natural conclusion that reality is subject
to revision. In this remarkable book by physicist Amit Goswami
and his colleagues Carl David Blake and Gary Stuart, you will
learn the science behind overcoming obstacles and the scenes
of the universe of infinite possibilities, which can be coaxed
into almost as many actualities of experience.”

Deepak Chopra
Author, Metahuman
deepakchopra.com
Dr. Partha Nandi – Excerpt
“In a world where there are so many telling all of us to avoid
hardships, take the road most traveled, and pursue only paths
of smooth sailing, Quantum Activation shows us that each
moment of challenge and transient difficulty help us to further
ourselves and achieve greater abilities, to delve into our
spirituality and consciousness. Using spiritual theories and
then coupling them with science, Amit, Gary, and Carl give a
blueprint on facing, resolving and thriving through obstacles
and negativity.”

Dr. Partha Nandi (Ask Dr. Nandi
TV)
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QUOTES

“Quantum Physics is the physics of possibility that gives

you entry into the storage bank of infinite possibilities, of
which you have lost the key!” ~Amit Goswami from the
movie What the Bleep Do We Know?
“There has never been a person in the history of the world
who lost money investing in their own personal
development.” ~Anonymous
Amit Goswami PhD., explained to Joe Rogan on his
podcast, The Joe Rogan Experience (JRE), “We live in a
very, very wonderfully, creative world.”

AWARDS

Educational
Self Help
Statistics

Quantum Activation is an International Best-Selling
book on Amazon.

In The West, the field of Self Help supposedly began with a book
called Self Help by Samuel Smiles under the category of SelfImprovement in 1859. From here, the field has exploded. Human
civilization is moving towards a traveling-scholar, educational
society, like the Medieval period, where the elite paid traveling
scholars good money to teach them. Today, however, with the
advent of the Internet, many of the traveling scholars are free
while others come at a fee, some steep. People are thirsting for
knowledge, which is great!
Table of Statistics
• Most Popular TED Talk: Do schools Kill Creativity: (67
million views on TED) and (19 million on YouTube) and
growing!
• According to marketresearch.com, there is a $10 Billion
Self-Improvement Market for 2018, and it's growing.
According to Medium.com, Market researchers have
predicted that the industry will be worth $13 billion dollars
by 2022.
• Cognitive Assessment and Training Market will reach $7.5
billion by 2020 (Markets and Markets).
• Education technology spending globally will reach $19
billion by 2019 (Fortune Magazine).
• According to Dean Graziosi, success coach, the knowledge
industry is a $455M/day industry and growing.
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AMIT GOSWAMI
Bio
Dr. Amit Goswami is a retired professor of physics at the University of Oregon
(1968 - 1997). In 1985, he discovered the solution to the quantum measurement
problem and developed the quantum science of experience expounding how
consciousness splits into subject and object. Subsequently, he developed a theory
of reincarnation and combined conventional and integrative medicine within the
new quantum science of health.
Among his discoveries are the quantum theory of the creative process, the theory
of quantum evolution, and the theory of quantum economics that extends Adam's
Smith's capitalism into a workable paradigm for the 21st century. In 1999, he
started a movement called Quantum Activism, now gaining ground in North and
South America, Southern and Eastern Europe, and India. In 2018, he and his
collaborators established Quantum Activism Vishwalayam, an institution of
transformative education in India, based on quantum science and the primacy of
consciousness.
He is the author of numerous books, most notably: The Self-Aware Universe,
Physics of the Soul, The Quantum Doctor, God is Not Dead, Quantum Creativity,
The Everything Answer Book, and Quantum Spirituality. He was featured in the
movie What the Bleep Do We Know!? and the documentaries Dalai Lama
Renaissance, and The Quantum Activist. Amit was also interviewed on the Joe
Rogan experience. Amit is a spiritual practitioner and calls himself a quantum
activist in search of wholeness.

Intention
Ever since I discovered the Quantum Science of Consciousness, people have been asking me
about my take on the secret of how we can manifest our intentions. I am glad that there is now
such a book, and I have participated in its writing. For more details on the process of
manifestation as well as quantum activism, feel free to read my other books.
But truly, the idea of the book came from Carl. Yes, he says he was inspired by a dialog with
me. When he presented me with a good review of all the obstacles people create to block their
own intentions from coming true and asked me to add the quantum science of manifestation to
it, I was delighted to do my share. Carl and I thought it would be great to get our dear friend
Gary as a co-author, so he could add his Constellation healing expertise to the book, which
would be the missing piece. The book really became quite complete with Gary’s contribution.
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7 Questions for Amit Goswami
1. What does Do-Be-Do-Be-Do mean? The “Do” is the working part, and
the “Be” is the “taking a break” part. You can get better results if you rest
in between working. You should work, rest, work, rest, and work.
2. Why did you write Quantum Activation? When Carl presented me
with a good review of all the obstacles people create to block their own
intentions from coming true and asked me to add the quantum science of
manifestation to it, I was delighted to do my share.
3. What was it like to be in the movie What the Bleep Do We Know?
It was a wonderful experience, working with all of those talented and
knowledgeable people.
4. What is non-local consciousness? Your consciousness is not just
located in your head. It is also located outside the body in a field of
possibility. Objects communicate without signals, going through space and
time travel at or below the speed of light.
5. How do electrons move through orbits? Electrons move from one
orbital to another without going through the intervening space. These
electrons are in two places at two times but only in a wave of possibility.
6. What does quantum mean? It is the science of subatomic particles that
we cannot see, but we test they are there very accurately. They take on a
completely new reality.
7. Do all objects actually move even the solid ones? Yes, all objects
move. On a molecular level, they vibrate. That’s actually the definition of
temperature; it’s the measurement of the vibration of molecules.
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GARY STUART
Bio
Gary Stuart is a four-time #1 International bestselling author, speaker, and personal
development expert for over 45 years. He’s been a master Constellation healing facilitator of
over 2 decades. Gary has been featured globally on The Dr. Nandi Show for ABC TV also with
Bryan Gallo at NBC Palm Springs.
His latest book is Healing Human History: Constellation Wisdom for the 21 st Century. Gary has
also the best-selling author of A. I. Ancestral Intelligence: Constellation Insights from Beyond
and the A. I. Guided Journal. His other Constellation healing books include Master Your
Universe: How to Direct & Star in Your Own Life plus Many Hearts ONE SOUL.
Gary’s also the creator of the innovative Constellation Healing Oracle Cards. He leads
Constellation healing retreats globally with Jill Fischer. Find out more about Gary Stuart by
visiting GaryStuartHealing.com and GaryStuartPressKit.com.

Intention
Gary Stuart contributor and co-author of Quantum Activation. Two years ago, Amit, Carl and I
had an idea over lunch as we spoke of his forthcoming documentary on healing. Being an
integrative healer dealing with ancestral consciousness, I wanted to get exploring the
subconscious mind-set out to a larger audience in a big way. I also knew that many don’t know
about Constellation healing, yet I’ve found it is the fastest way to resolve many of life’s
problems. Being an author of 9 other books it was perfect timing for me.
Co-writing this book was also a huge opportunity to influence more people in a positive way. A
win-win situation, not to mention doing it with my good friend Carl David Blake and Amit
Goswami, PhD. Here we are now two years later. I’ve loved everyone’s input and varied
approaches to this topic that affects us all. If I’ve learned one thing at my ripe age of 69, it is
that everything that life gives us is a gift! Even the good, bad, and ugly. Another key insight is
that there is no such thing as negativity, only a lack of positive perception.
We wanted to empower our readers with more choices to change or get out of your own
way. Amit, Carl, and I took a multidisciplinary approach to educate and find new ways to
resolve issues that plague your soul. Negative obstacles we experience in life can present
opportunities for change. Obstacles can be the secret energetic catalysts for your personal
transformation.
My intention was to make it easier for you to see the template of life behind its imperfections
that are so bothersome in your day-to-day existence. Ultimately, we want all our readers to feel
empowered in new ways while being happy on this journey called life. The rest is up to you.
Have your popcorn ready for the forthcoming movie of a lifetime that we have planned!
Namaste and gratitude to Carl and Amit plus you, our readers too. Gary was introduced to Carl
through a mutual friend who is an accomplished drug and alcohol crisis counselor to celebrities.
At the time, Carl was beginning his newest documentary, which is currently in pre-production.
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10 Questions for Gary Stuart
1. Why did you write this book? I wanted to reach out to the world to
educate them on how our old and new collective beliefs influence our
current reality.
2. What is Constellation healing? This is the best way that I’ve
discovered to make our subconscious, hidden, ancestral dynamic
observable. Once we see what we are in reaction to then we become
empowered to make changes.
3. What did you learn most from writing Quantum Activation? The
editing skills I have plus weaving other co-author ideas in alignment of my
own observations about life in the crazy world. There is chaos built into
the order.
4. What is 1 unusual insight you brought forth? One of my personal,
deepest insights about life is that everything is a Gift! Even the obstacles
too.
5. You mentioned in your back-cover quote that an obstacle is a
gift? Yes, would we want to change anything in our life that was not
motivated by a negative force? Survival gets activated to find food.
Money? Sex? Love? Our species thrives in life by collectively rising to the
mission of staying alive. This is true for every species on Earth.
6. What’s your best advice for people suffering? This too shall pass.
7. You mention in the book ‘life’ has a price of admission? Safety,
food and shelter first then the biggest one that life demands of us is ‘Adapt
or Die!’
8. You are known as one of the top Constellation facilitator elders? I
was so amazed by the ‘multidimensional consciousness’ we all share I
realized it holds the intelligence of the entire universe. We can witness he
past, present and future simultaneously. Forget A.I., one human brain has
more wisdom and knowledge that guides us more effectively than all
materialist scientists can put together. Tapping into this universal source
or unconscious field, consciously guides me to the hidden secrets of
ancestral memory that every human carries. My expertise is seeing and
feeling these invisible impulses in a nanosecond and communicating what
is necessary for healing.
9. You state consciousness is limitless? Yes, the only limitation is us!
Human ego always needs to be right? There is a greater unified source
bigger than the physical distraction of duality. That true power operates
everything like a precise swiss clock, ever-present yet unseen.
10. In spite of the global chaos, do you feel positive about the future?
Every generation feels that their generation is the last that will survive. Yet
we’re still here times 7,590,000,000 human beings? Our species seems to
thrive on drama to keep us collectively entertained and excited to be alive!
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CARL DAVID BLAKE
Bio
Carl David Blake was born in the Bronx, New York, and moved to Florida to attend college. He
obtained a B.S. in Biology and Zoology and an M.A. in Mass Communication from the University
of South Florida and is a member of Kappa Tau Alpha National Honor Society for Mass
Communication. In addition, he has been a college professor of communications, an SAT
instructor, and a college English textbook author with HarperCollins Publishers ( Explorations I:
From Sentence to Paragraph and Explorations II: From Paragraph to Essay).
Carl has also written, produced, and directed six independent films. He is also a Guinness World
Record Holder for the Longest Wedding Dress Train, which he used during the filming of the
movie Differences between Men and Women . Carl studied story structure with Robert McKee,
who is among the most widely known screenwriting lecturers in the world. He also studied film
directing under Steve Mims, who has also taught Robert Rodriguez among many other
accomplished directors.
Carl Blake is very pragmatic in his earthly approach to the current problems that plague
mankind. Carl has very astute and practical ways to look at situations in belief systems. Carl
coined the term the Bourgeoisic Effect to explain the tension to remain mediocre, because of
the forces preventing people from obtaining excellence, while miring them in diminishing
mediocrity.

Intention
It is an honor to co-author Quantum Activation with my dear friends Amit Goswami and Gary
Stuart. Amit was the first person who also joined the documentary that I am putting together
on the capacity of the human brain. Through pre-production of the documentary, we thought it
would be great to write a book on overcoming obstacles. I am also fascinated how science and
spirituality interlock and support each other, so I thought it would be a great opportunity to
have the world-famous quantum activist (Amit) and the world-renown Constellation facilitator
(Gary) combine efforts to write a ground-breaking book with me.
We had many great conversations, I thought to myself that this would be great to bring to an
audience. I ran the idea by Amit and Gary, and they were happy to help. As we were writing
this book, I noticed some incredible connections from science to the spirit that I had not known
about previously. I felt like Indiana Jones finding something amazing at each turn. These are
both topics we felt could really help people, along with other fascinating topics that we’ve
discussed. It was a lot of work, and I’m proud of what we put together.
My intention for you (the reader) is the same as whenever I read a new book, which is to be
able to take away some important life-changing ideas that will assist you on your journey. By
just writing this book I already have. I want to thank my dearest friends Amit and Gary for
going on this amazing journey with me, and to all of you, our readers, may we have the honor
to contribute to your purpose and your journey. Namaste!
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12 Questions for Carl David Blake
1. Can you tell me something about your spiritual journey? My spiritual
journey started by rejecting spirituality. My undergraduate degrees are in
biology and zoology. I was a science enthusiast first. I thought only flaky
people believed in a higher power. Science will eventually explain everything.
My first real experience doing scientific research was working under a
graduate student at the University of Florida, mapping out the visual field of a
lemon shark. My job was to run the artificial respirator to keep the shark
alive, ensuring when he woke up, not to get bitten, as we had to get a few
vitals while he was waking up. I was even more amazed at the science of the
world. Who put this creature here? I knew something created this planet far
beyond my understanding. There is no way that all of this happened by
chance. The only answer was to go into the spiritual. It was so difficult to find
a spiritual path that was honest. This led me to my own journey. I know
many of us are on some kind of journey. I get a deep impression that
whatever you came to the planet to do, do it now. We don’t have time to
waste. I also got an intuitive feeling that this life is much more meaningful
than you can imagine. I kept hearing the words in my heart, “Do what you
came to the planet to do. This is not an accident. Do not leave this planet
without completing your task.” I can’t verify if everyone has a purpose, a
meaning for their life. All I can tell you is that many of us do, and if you do,
do it now. This book merges the scientific with the spiritual to give you some
critical answers and paths to empower you along your journey.
2. What was the hardest part of writing this book? Today, getting a good
developmental editor is the key to writing an effective book. I knew it would
be difficult, which is why Gary and I gathered a team of editors and
reviewers. We could not have done it without them. Between Amit and Gary,
and my knowledge, I not only had enough information to write the book, but
enough to verify through all of our experiences what is working and what is
not working. Save yourself the trouble of hitting obstacle, after obstacle; read
our book and take a shortcut.
3. What did you learn about Amit and Gary you did not know before?
Amit understands a lot more than you could possibly know. We need to
venerate our scholars. He is a true scholar. Gary brought a side of spirituality
that I had not known before, and he validated a lot. He also brought a whole
new discipline of Constellation healing to the book.
4. What did you learn mostly? That science and spirituality are under the
same umbrella. Often, science can be run by big business more than
inquisitiveness of the universe. Spirituality nearly always comes first then
science proves it to monetize it. Remember, nearly half of all drugs are some
derivatives of compounds found in nature. Monetized science is opposing
spirituality.
5. What is one thing you wish to let people know before they read this
book? Remove the toxic people from your life. At least know how important
13

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

it is and be willing to remove them. Get help if you need it. You deserve a
meaningful life. Take that first step.
What’s next for you after the book? I will be
directing a documentary on the capacity of the human brain. This is an
immensely interesting subject. We have world-renowned scientists from Los
Angeles to Europe, who will be speaking in the movie. We have gathered
some of the greatest minds in the world for this movie and will be absolutely
brilliant.
What was the best surprise of the book? The book got delayed because
of editing and organizing it, and I was annoyed at first. Then, the Deepak
Chopra quote came in, which was great. Things happen for a reason.
What is one thing you would like to tell the world? There is a sense of
well-being when a person is in the company of brilliant, kind people who
congregate to make the world a better place.
What has changed about you? It became apparently clear to me that
there is a tremendous need for the divine feminine to appear in our culture.
There is a medieval saying that protects only divine feminine women. No one
else is covered under this covenant. “When a woman cries out with all her
heart and all her soul, he will hear her.” This is a threat, whether directed
towards a man or another woman. Divine feminine women are the closest
thing to God. I have a powerful, medieval story to tell you more about this.
Maybe in my next book. Remember, 99% of the greatest stories have never
been written down, which is why we need all cultures, as no one culture is
able to preserve human’s wisdom.
What is one thing you would like to tell young people? Something I
notice many young people tell me is that they have no real friends. I was
surprised how many young women told me they have friends to drink with,
friends to do drugs with, but not one friend with which to discuss important
topics. This is a sign of the times. Every epic journey begins with your
comrades or meeting your comrades along the way. I believe that one of our
goals in life is to shed the zeros and unite with the heroes. They are
everywhere in the world. It is not all about you. They need you as much as
you need them. Go find them.
What is one thing you would like to tell elderly people? Do not leave
this planet without doing what you came here to do. Do not get caught up in
retirement and intellectually backsliding in life. One of the greatest things you
can do for your brain, after getting rid of toxic people, is to stay curious. Meet
new people. Learn new things. I cannot tell you how many people complain
about their town and never leave. I was in that situation for years, and then,
I just left. The bravest decisions of your life are often the most important. Be
bold as you get old. People will respect you more for it.
Do you have any plans for another book? Yes, an intense novel. It is
now in the works, and the first rough draft is complete. Developmental
editing is currently going on, and the book should be ready for reviewing
soon.
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OFFICIAL PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Combining Quantum Science, Consciousness, & Spirituality to
Unlock Obstacles into New Possibilities!
Rancho Mirage, California, September 3, 2020 – Dynamic author
trio Amit Goswami, PhD, Carl David Blake and Gary Stuart have now
released their new book, Quantum Activation: Transforming
Obstacles into Opportunities. This breakthrough new book
introduces the essential principles of quantum physics to readers and
how they can utilize them to overcome limiting barriers and live life to
the fullest. Quantum physics helps people understand that nothing is
happenstance and how everything in the universe connects to create
the unique reality of each and every person on the planet.

Quantum Activation helps readers tap into the higher consciousness
that makes accomplishing new goals a possibility for everyone. By
tapping into one’s innate pool of knowledge and manifesting it into
conscious decision-making, it becomes easy for people from all walks of
life to eliminate their limiting barriers and reach their full potential. With
Amit Goswami being the pioneer behind the Quantum Science of
Consciousness, all three authors combine their creative talents to offer
this knowledge in the most comprehensive manner and create a book
that truly packs a punch. The authors help readers understand the true meaning behind what most might consider
‘bad luck.’ These things can be ancestral patterns’ negative karmic energies that go farther back into a person’s past
then initially perceived. Consciousness becomes a possibility when readers utilize the cutting-edge scientific
techniques highlighted in this book.
Amit Goswami, PhD, Carl David Blake and Gary Stuart wanted to create a book that combines scientific research and
principles with innate human spirituality in order to harness the best of human tenacity. Together they take on a
‘multidisciplinary approach’ to teach readers how to manifest their thoughts and feelings in the most creative and
productive manner possible. Obstacles can be invisible. The knowledge from this book helps readers develop a full
understanding of their own unique obstacles so they can eliminate them from the root. This process of understanding
one’s own variables opens a person’s mind to higher consciousness.
From Constellations for healing and growth to enlightenment via quantum learning, the book serves as an initiation
for even the most novice readers to take the Quantum leap and never look back. Quantum Activation addresses
many of the dysfunctions with modern day society and how various factors have brainwashed humans to accept a
reality that is devoid of spiritual growth, learning and fulfillment.
Amit Goswami, Carl David Blake and Gary Stuart are available for interviews.
Title:

Quantum Activation: Transforming Obstacles into Opportunities

Author:
Contact:
Company:
Email:
Phone Number:
About Amit Goswami:
About Carl David Blake:
About Gary Stuart:

Availability:

Book Preview:
Book Website:

Amit Goswami, PhD, Carl David Blake and Gary Stuart
Gary Stuart
Gary Stuart Constellation Healing Institute
Info@QuantumActivationNow.com
760.656.8844 (Gary)
amitgoswami.org/about
amzn.to/33pkfy3
amzn.to/2Fb7oqX
amzn.to/339eHHD
amzn.to/339eHHD
QuantumActivationNow.com
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